RTR HO 53’ Duraplate Trailer

Announced 08.27.21
Orders Due: 09.24.21
ETA: October 2022

Athearn

ATH72801 Athearn White
ATH72802 Athearn Blue
ATH72803 Athearn 75th

Bay Logistics

ATH72804 Bay Logistics #TS37438
ATH72805 Bay Logistics #TS37442
ATH72806 Bay Logistics #TS37445

Bison Transport

ATH72807 Bison Transport #50573
ATH72808 Bison Transport #50675
ATH72809 Bison Transport #50749

Millis Transfer

ATH72810 Millis Transfer #12299
ATH72811 Millis Transfer #50003
ATH72812 Millis Transfer #50181

Wills

ATH72813 Wills #646
ATH72814 Wills #648
ATH72815 Wills #651

Wonder Bread

ATH72816 Wonder Bread #60942
ATH72817 Wonder Bread #61384
ATH72818 Wonder Bread #97860

MODEL FEATURES:
- Separate etched metal hazmat placards (where applicable)
- Separate painted etched-metal mudflaps
- Painted roof, lights, conspicuity stripes, door closure rods, etc.
- Six piece landing gear assembly
- Sand shoes applied with removable glue
- Sliding tandem
- Eight rubber tires
- Fully assembled

PROTOTYPE HISTORY:
In the mid 1990s, 53 foot trailers became an industry standard after the States and US Department of Transportation approved their use on all US and Interstate highways. The Wabash Duraplate trailer is commonly seen in service today, on the road and in piggyback service.

$34.99 INDIVIDUAL